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One of the most frequently asked questions of our technical ® Prestone is: when and how often should I wash the cooling system in my HD truck? What procedure should be used to perform a cooling flush on an HD truck? When flush cooling system When there are signs of any contamination in the system. Pollution can be oil, fuel,
particulate matter, or salt hard water leaving sediment on the metal cooling system. If the vehicle was overheated. An overheated cooling system can break the coolant, causing it to become acidic, causing the cooling system component to malfunction within a short period of time. Other reasons for performing a cooling flush system may
be mixing coolant technologies. An example would be if the truck is running with HD extended life cool liquid, and someone is topping up with the usual (green) cool liquid. This will reduce overall protection and may lead to the failure of the water pump or even the cavitation of the pitting cylinder liners. If this happens, the cooling system
should be flushed and the HD recharge system extended the life of the coolant to get benefits and extended protection. Flush the system whenever there is a cooling system component failure, remember that it failed for a reason. Image courtesy Prestone.A regular cooling flush maintenance system should be done whenever it's time to
change the coolant when the coolant at the end recommend mileage or time protection. Contact the truck owner's guide for the recommended cooling change intervals. And lastly, always remember the saying; When in doubt, wash it off! When performing HD flash cooling system always follow the washing procedures of OE
manufacturers. In the HD truck, the flushing procedures may vary depending on the year, model and model. This can be a simple (general) procedure or a complex procedure requiring scanning a tool or laptop with the proper software to open and close the cooling system valves while flushing. General Flushing ProcedureStart completely
depletes the cooling system when it is cold, from the radiator petcock drain. At this time you don't have to worry about the remaining cooling in the engine block, the solvent flush is designed to work with some cooling in the system. Tighten the radiator petcock drain and pour one gallon of Preston® HD 2in1 Flush and Degreaser into a
radiator or tank bottle and fill the rest of the system with water. Start the truck with the heater at high temperature for 30-45 minutes after the engine temperature has been reached. Turn off the vehicle and let the cooling system cool. Open the looper radiator and remove all the plugs of the drain engine block, completely drain all the water
flush from the cooling system. You may have to turn off the main entrance heater and outlet lines to completely drain the flush of water from the thermal core. At this time, rinse the system with water The water run until the water is cleared coming out of the radiator drain and the engine block drain the cork holes. Run the water through the
heater of the main lines that have been removed, and back flush the heater of the main running water into the hose socket until the water is clear and the debris is left. Turn off the water and let the system drain. Reinstall the engine block drainage plugs, attach the heater hoses and close the loop on the radiator. Fill the system with
distilled or deionized water and start the truck within 10 minutes after it reaches operating temperature. Turn off the truck and let the engine cool down. Drain the water from the cooling system again, opening the loop drain radiator and removing the engine block plug. Remove the core hose of the heater to drain the core of the heater.
Reinstall the hose heater, engine block drainage plugs and tighten the petcock drain radiator. Repeat the last procedure again, allowing the cooling system to cool down before opening the system. Now it's time to add a coolness. Make sure that all plugs and hoses of the engine block are reinstalled, and the plug of the radiator drain is
tightened. Check the OEM guide for recommended procedures for filling the cooling system, since HD trucks have different procedures depending on the year to make and model. Pour in The Preferred Technology Preston Command® HD Antifreeze/Coolant. When using concentrate, pour in half of the recommended cooling system and
entrust the rest of the cooling system with distilled or deionized water. DO NOT use good water or tap water if you haven't tested the water with Preston® Water Analysis Test Strips.If using 50/50 pre-mixed coolant and water add to the cooling system until full. Set the pressure cap and run the truck to operating temperature and monitor
the temperature sensor for any overheating. Allow the system to cool down and check the cooling level. Using a Preston ® to check the freezing point of the liquid, it should be -340 Fahrenheit. If the cooling system is low and the freezing point has not reached -340 Fahrenheit add enough concentrate to the system to bring the temperature
to -340 Fahrenheit, if necessary to top off the rest of the cooling system with 50/50 pre-mixed to maintain a proper temperature range. If the cooling system is low and the temperature range has a lower freezing point than -340 Fahrenheit add water to the system until it is tested -340 Fahrenheit. Be sure to run the truck to the engine's
operating temperature after adding liquid or water to mix the newly added liquid to get a proper reading of the temperature test. If you're wondering why remove engine block connectors during the flush and the filling process. This is an important step to remove as much contaminated liquid or flush water as possible. If the plugs of the unit
are not removed from 20% to 30% of the contaminated liquid or flash water will remain in the engine block. In a 12-gallon system that is up to 3 3 3 4 gallons of contaminated liquid or flush water left in the system. This will contaminate the fresh new Preston ® HD Antifreeze/Coolant added cooling system. It is correct to dispose of used
cooled and rinsed water in accordance with federal, state and local laws. Preston® offers three different heavy antifreeze/coolant technologies for your HD truck. Check all the chemical products available on NAPA Online or trust one of our 17,000 NAPA AutoCare locations for regular maintenance and repair. For more information about ®
HD 2in1 Flush Cooling System, chat with a knowledgeable expert at your local NAPA AUTO PARTS store. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons. Joined September 14, 2008 Messages 1294 Location Wenatchee, Wa Anyone used the solution for washing the radiator? I think my radiator has some sludge to build up as I continue to get a
very small amount of gray residue up on my glad lid and into my tank. Anyway, I've added this to my radiator, which is partially drained since I'm in the middle of my overdue PM journey. The picture is heavy. I threw this shit in the radiator so hopefully clean it and then would flush when I get things up and running. Anyone used or has luck
with this or similar product? Joined September 14, 2008 Messages 1294 Location Wenatchee, Wa Nu? The Permatex brand says it is not safe on aluminum, but one is not. Is that good, or just snake oil? Joined september 14, 2008 Posts 1294 Location Wenatchee, Wa Thank you @NLXTACY, will prob do it this summer anyway. The
shutdown from toy red to green rad liquid is due to costs and availability and just wanted to get everything good and clean. I'll check with the results here and my PM stream. Reaction: NLXTACY Joined January 24, 2009 Messages 3.906 Location of Spain For something like this to work should be a stream, if the tube is blocked there is no
flow, the experience dictates that it is a waste of money, back flushing can help due to pressure, but given the choice of a new radiator is the answer, flushing out the heater is happy, and while there. touches Dave Reactions: grizzlygibbs and NLXTACY Joined June 20, 2012 Posts 1.939 Location Lafayette, CO Almost every time I've used
this shit in the past I end up losing a water pump in a month or so. Not saying what caused it, but if it happened 3 or 4 times. It was on GM vehicles that failed. Reaction: NLXTACY and grizzlygibbs Joined January 24, 2009 Posts 3906 Location Spain Almost every time I've used this shit in the past I end up losing a water pump in a month
or so. Not saying what caused it, but if it happened 3 or 4 times. This is on GM vehicles that failed. It is very possible any crud gets loosened and fouls up rubber pump seals, basically grinding them away. Dave Reactions: grizzlygibbs Joined September 14, 2008 Posts 1294 Location Wenatchee, Wa Good to know. I think I'll buy a new
water pump with my new radiator it's Joined July 20, 2014 Messages 421 Just drain and fill the radiator 4 or 5 times with distilled water driving around in between them with full heat on the front and back. Then the final fill full force preston universal in the radiator and tank. The left pure distilled water in the system will dilute it. I've done this
twice since the 80s and according to my cheap liquid tester my protection level is -40 below. I used the lower hose of the radiator to drain, access to the corks - bitch. Probably blasphemy is here, but my results were good. Reaction: grizzlygibbs Joined September 14, 2008 Posts 1294 Location Wenatchee, Wa The last time I made a flash
radiator I remember my petcocus being really fragile too. So most likely use a lower hose. I don't believe my radiator is completely locked, but I believe there is some sludge as I just cleaned my tank last summer and the gray yl is on the bottom already. Chances are to throw in Koyo until it gets too hot here. Joined Oct 31, 2014 Posts
5188 Location Charlotte, North Carolina I used it, 2 months later had to replace the radiator (alum). The radiator was 2 years old, Coyo. Never again. Joined September 14, 2008 Posts 1294 Location Wenatchee, Wa I wonder I read that Permatex heavy debt was not safe for aluminum, but this product has no warning ... Have you tried to
contact Preston after a failure with this product??? Joined October 31, 2014 Messages 5188 Location Charlotte, North Carolina I would only use water knowing what I know. Other members of the mud here at my local club told me not to use any chemicals and I went ahead with my But I'm a certified scientist, I know better about organic
and inorganic chemistry. Now I say: I'm a mechanic, I changed my radiator. Both the flushing and the new radiator were easy work, but a lot of time and for me the time is worth a lot, can not restore time .... Reaction: NLXTACY and blkprj80 Joined January 24, 2009 Messages 3.906 Location spain Almost everything that is capable of
destroying calcium deposits is usually caustic (read corrosive) value. Concerns Dave Reactions: 702F'J80 and NLXTACY Joined September 19, 2012 Messages 2199 Location Orem, UT Bumping old stream, but I can not understand the product that goes into the engine that is not compatible with aluminum? In this century? Not to
mention the 90s. Preston says this product is safe for all metals used in cooling systems. I've never used it, but I have a bottle that I plan to use real soon, like when I can stand to be in the heat. The only product like this that I used was the face-moth radiator Used that in '91 VW 1.8 yes with aluminum head and radiator. Worked great. And
I washed twice before I filled that engine with the Pentozin G12 . It's been my sister's daily driver since December. Either way, the instructions for this say you should run it for 10 10 at temperature, then drain and rinse for another 10 minutes at direct water. I would wonder whether people who have had problems with radiator flush
products ran it longer than this. I have nothing clogged, just an alarming amount of rusty deposits in the green material I drained. Joined on May 4, 2016 Messages 716 Location Vancouver Canada Bumping old stream, but I can't understand a product that goes into an engine that isn't compatible with aluminum? In this century? Not to
mention the 90s. Preston says this product is safe for all metals used in cooling systems. I've never used it, but I have a bottle that I plan to use real soon, like when I can stand to be in the heat. The only product like this that I used was the face-moth radiator cleaner. Used that in '91 VW 1.8 yes with aluminum head and radiator. Worked
great. And I washed twice before I filled that engine with the Pentozin G12 . It's been my sister's daily driver since December. Either way, the instructions for this say that you should run it for 10 minutes at temperature, then drain and rinse for another 10 minutes at a temperature with direct water. I would wonder whether people who have
had problems with radiator flush products ran it longer than this. I have nothing clogged, just an alarming amount of rusty deposits in the green material I drained. Well, I just used this stuff a couple of weeks ago. I got my LC in May, and the best thing I can say is that the pendant was last changed over 15 years ago, if at all. My cool was
thick and brown. After half a dozen hot flashes with direct water I added a bottle of this stuff and drove normally for 2 days, probably 4-5 hours in total, and then flushed the system again. What happened was pretty bad. Much more sludge and some pieces of scale and crap. Rinsed twice, it ran straight water for another 2 days. The water
was pretty clear after 2 days. Drained then filled Preston 50/50 Green. Worked well for me. No magic in the bottle, but brushed some and did no harm. Edit: However, @NLXTACY said if you are at the point of needing this radiator replacement may be inevitable anyway. I think mine most likely has permanent blockages that only
replacement or cladding will fix. Joined December 18, 2013 Posts 2.591 Location Toledo, OH Flash soft citric acid like lime juice or pop. This is suppose to loosen any deposits of minerals and they get washed out. Deposits don't always end up getting flushed and sometimes cause harm. Antifreeze contains buffers that balance PH so that
it does not become This is why regular fluid changes will ensure that it is not sour even this solution seems good. If you want to save about $ $ go green and change it every few years. It's easier than changing oil and old cold can be flushed down the toilet or or Toyota Coolant systems will last a long time if taken care of correctly. Joined
September 19, 2012 Posts 2199 Location Orem, UT Flash soft citric acid like lime juice or pop. This is suppose to loosen any deposits of minerals and they get washed out. Deposits don't always end up getting flushed and sometimes cause harm. Antifreeze contains buffers that balance PH so that it does not become acidic. This is why
regular fluid changes will ensure that it is not sour even this solution seems good. If you want to save about $ $ go green and change it every few years. This is easier than changing oils and old liquids can be flushed down the toilet or sewer. Toyota Coolant systems will last a long time if taken care of correctly. Sort of. The SDS says it is
sodium citrate that will be any of three different sodium citric acid salts. Probably citrate tristria, as it is commonly used as a descaler. It's a bit basic. Mole faces are sulfon acids, sodium salts and surfactants (detergents). Permatex heavy radiator flush of slat acid - WTF?! Yes, it's not compatible with aluminum. Reaction: Hornd Joined
December 18, 2013 Messages 2.591 Location Toledo, OHIO Kind. The SDS says it is sodium citrate that will be any of three different sodium citric acid salts. Probably citrate tristria, as it is commonly used as a descaler. It's a bit basic. Mole faces are sulfon acids, sodium salts and surfactants (detergents). Permatex heavy radiator flush of
slat acid - WTF?! Yes, it's not compatible with aluminum. I'm a little confused: If H e Ion Concentration is an' acid q if q h'ion'ion concentration is a base (Big OH-Concentration). Joined September 19, 2012 Messages 2199 Location Orem, UT I'm a little confused: If H' Ion Concentration 7 it's a qlt;7 it's an acid' if q h'ion concentration
is'gt;base (Big OH-Concentration). Yes. Trisodium citrate in a solution with water has a ph above 7. Reaction: Hornd Hornd prestone radiator flush kit instructions. prestone radiator flush and oil degreaser instructions. prestone super radiator flush instructions
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